HUMANITIES DIVISIONAL BOARD

Changes in regulations governing the Master of Philosophy in Modern Languages and Master of Studies in Modern Languages: communication from the Board of the Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages

(1) Master of Philosophy in Modern Languages

Brief note about the nature of the change(s)
To delete one of the options under the Methodology strand of the examination

With effect from 1 October 2013
In Examination Regulations, 2013, p. 567, delete lines 8-19 (option IV)

(2) Master of Studies in Modern Languages

Brief note about the nature of the change(s)
To delete one of the options under the Methodology strand of the examination

With effect from 1 October 2013
In Examination Regulations, 2013, p. 660, delete lines 1-12 (option IV)

Explanatory note
Students had been able to choose to do a methodological essay as their Theory option but it has been decided to dispense with this.